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SUMMARY REPORT 
  

The Anglophone population in the Republic of Cameroon is experiencing a human rights 

catastrophe in the South West and North West regions of the country, home to most English-

speaking Cameroonians. While there have been disputes and conflicts in these regions for decades, 

there has been a sharp escalation of serious violence, crime, and human rights violations since the 

crisis began in late 2016.   

 

This report aims to provide an evidence-based characterization of the conflict and its consequences 

from a legal perspective, particularly with respect to serious human rights violations committed by 

Cameroon government forces. Significantly, the report concludes that reasonable grounds to 

believe that crimes against humanity have been committed in Cameroon exist. The analysis 

underscores the need for immediate action to prevent further atrocities, protect civilian 

populations, and seek accountability.  

 

The report focuses on events from October 2016 to May 2019. 

 

Human rights groups and international organizations have reported deteriorating political, 

humanitarian, and security conditions as a result of extrajudicial killings, torture, arbitrary arrests, 

severe deprivations of liberty, and mass displacements of civilian populations. International, 

regional, and domestic actors, such as the United Nations, the International Crisis Group (ICG), 

Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, and the Global Centre for the Responsibility to 

Protect, among others, as well as the 

media and Cameroonian human 

rights organizations, including the 

Centre for Human Rights and 

Democracy in Africa (CHRDA), 

have been reporting on the crisis and 

expressing grave concern.    

 

More than 200 villages have been 

partly or completely destroyed, 

forcing hundreds of thousands of 

people to flee. The rate of attacks on 

villages has increased steadily, 

usually causing significant damage.  

 

Between 450,000 and 550,000 

people have been displaced as a 

result of the crisis, representing 

           Villages Burned between 2017–19. Source: CHRDA 

Source:%20CHRDA,%20May%202019
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about 10 percent of the regions’ population. An 

additional 30,000 to 35,000 people have sought 

asylum in neighbouring countries.  

 

Noted author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie refers to 

the crisis as Cameroon’s “carnage.”1    

 

There is evidence that much of the violence is 

intentional and deliberate, including planned attacks 

and burning of entire villages, often followed by the 

rounding up and shooting of 

villagers; indiscriminate shooting into crowds of 

civilians; and invasions of private homes and the 

murder of their inhabitants. Violence against women 

has also been widely reported. 

 

Non-state actors, including local armed groups, also 

bear much responsibility for the violence. Separatist 

militias are battling government forces, while two 

organizations have been directing separatists from outside Cameroon to fight not only against 

Cameroonian security forces, but also against pro-government “self-defence” groups. Meanwhile, 

criminal gangs terrorize local inhabitants, wreaking havoc.  

 

The crisis in the Anglophone regions is not simply an internal conflict. As this report demonstrates, 

the military is conducting a deliberate, violent campaign against civilian populations. Moreover, 

the existence of internal conflict does not absolve or minimize Cameroon’s responsibilities under 

domestic and international law to respect, protect, and fulfill human rights, to fulfill its positive 

duties to protect civilians during security operations, and to ensure the human rights of those 

arrested and detained are protected.   

 

It is sometimes argued that the current crisis is just one more conflict in a series of reciprocal 

attacks and reprisals between government and secessionist forces. However, minimizing the 

seriousness of the attacks on civilians as part of the “normal” conflict serves to shield serious 

human rights violations and crimes against humanity and may even enable their continuation. 

Minimizing the conflict also ignores evidence that the violence is spreading, engulfing 

Francophone regions of the country, becoming a threat to the entire sub-region.2  

  

Certain media outlets and social media have played a troubling role in Cameroon. On the one hand, 

social media has been used to expose the severity of the killings and abuse, using video materials 

to record events, often in real time. On the other hand, hate speech and incitement to violence and 

discrimination are propagated by government officials and radicalized separatist groups. 

Government officials refer to protesters in dehumanizing or incendiary terms, such as “dogs” and 

“terrorists.”3 Anglophones living in the Francophone regions sense resentment, if not hatred, from 

the Francophone population.4 Local armed defence groups and certain members of the diaspora 

have fanned the flames of intolerance and hatred, creating a real barrier to resolution of the conflict 

by moderates who are attempting to resolve the crisis. 

“The existence of internal 

conflict does not absolve or 

minimize Cameroon’s 

responsibilities under domestic 

and international law to respect, 

protect and fulfill human rights, 

to fulfill its positive duties to 

protect civilians during security 

operations.” 
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Summary background 

 

 

In October 2016, in Bamenda, long-standing grievances flared once again when lawyers from the 

North West and South West regions of Cameroon went on strike, protesting the elimination of 

English-language judges and procedures in Anglophone courts, as well as the erosion of the 

common law system more generally. A few weeks later, English-speaking teachers joined the 

protests with their own grievances. Several of the protests were led by the Cameroon Anglophone 

Civil Society Consortium (CACSC) and the Southern Cameroons National Council (SCNC), civil 

society groups exercising their rights to expression and peaceful assembly. However, what started 

as peaceful protest by lawyers and teachers degenerated into a regional conflict that has brought 

suffering and fear to millions and resulted in thousands of deaths. 

 

On January 17, 2017, the government imposed a ban on the CACSC. About an hour after the ban, 

CACSC activists were arrested and the government imposed a four-month shutdown of the Internet 

in both the North West and South West regions.5 The Internet ban stayed in place until April 20, 

2017. In September and October 2017, the government again attempted to restrict access to the 

Internet in the two regions, as a result of strikes on September 22 and October 1.6  

 

Anglophone separatists symbolically proclaimed an independent state of "Ambazonia" on October 

1, 2017, worsening the crisis and intensifying the military intervention in the regions.   

 

Demonstrations in Bamenda, 2016. Source: CHRDA  
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In the months that followed, peaceful 

strikes by Anglophone lawyers and 

teachers in the streets and on 

university campuses were met by 

increasing violence by Cameroonian 

security forces, sparking riots and 

attacks by armed local defence and 

secessionist groups. Incidents of 

excessive force by security forces 

were reported, including firing live 

ammunition into crowds and 

residential streets, severe beatings of 

public protestors, dozens of arrests, 

extrajudicial killings, and reports of 

security forces breaking into the 

homes of suspected secessionists and 

their families.  

 

The CHRDA has documented escalating instances of attacks on villages and civilians, resulting in 

murders, injuries, and mistreatment of civilians, and rampant gender-based violence. The CHRDA 

has also been monitoring migration trends as a result of mass displacements of those who have 

lost their property and livelihoods and been forced to flee from security operations and attacks that 

have destroyed villages. Hundreds of thousands of civilians have hidden in the bush, moved to 

other areas, or sought refuge in neighbouring Nigeria. Entire villages have been burned down and 

emptied. Armed local groups, sometimes referred to as “Amba boys,” have become increasingly 

active as well, engaging in killings, attacks on property and schools, and kidnappings. Government 

buildings, vehicles, and police stations have been targeted in arson attacks by separatist groups.  

 

“Ghost Town Operations,” an initiative of Anglophone civil society, called for boycotts of schools 

and businesses. The government retaliated by blocking Internet access in the two Anglophone 

regions, affecting more than four million inhabitants, with devastating impacts on civilians, 

businesses, and schoolchildren. Anglophone schools in rural areas have been shut down for two 

years or more. Internet blackouts have hindered communications and prevented reporting about 

the violence. Tens of thousands of children have lost a year or more of schooling. Teachers and 

school administrators have been harassed and killed. 

  

Those arrested and detained are often held in deplorable conditions, for prolonged periods without 

charges or access to lawyers or family members. Detainees have been held incommunicado, and 

bail is often denied or not set at all. Trials of civilians have taken place before military tribunals. 

Anglophone detainees have been transferred to Francophone facilities, contrary to the view of the 

African Commission on People’s and Human Rights that such transfers should not take place.7  

 

The violence escalated further in 2018.8 On December 13, 2018, US Deputy Permanent 

Representative to the United Nations noted a significant deterioration of the security and 

humanitarian conditions in the two Anglophone regions, observing that October 2018 (when 

presidential elections were held) was the most violent on record.9 In his end-of-year address to the 

 Cameroonian soldiers are routinely accused of mistreating 

civilians and suspects. CHRDA 
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Cameroonian nation on December 31, 2018, President Paul Biya declared that if his plea to 

“warmongers to lay down their weapons remains unheeded, the defence and security forces will 

be instructed to neutralize them.” This statement raises serious concerns about an intent to prolong 

the armed conflict, resulting in more suffering and death. The parties now appear deadlocked, with 

no dialogue between the government and separatists.10  

 

Domestic and international responses  

International responses to the crisis have been muted, featuring benign statements about the 

importance of dialogue and peace. On October 24, 2018, following the re-election of President 

Biya, Global Affairs Canada released a statement calling on Cameroonian authorities and 

stakeholders to “engage in peaceful solutions to the crisis and [to] put an end to the violence raging 

in the North West and South West regions.”11 Calls by the international community to address the 

human rights crisis through internal dialogue have proved largely ineffective to date. The 

Cameroonian defence ministry announced on May 16, 2019 that investigations into burnings and 

property destruction would take place, but few initiatives or investigations to punish those 

responsible for these human rights violations and crimes, or to end impunity, have been launched.12  

 

Efforts to resolve the crisis have been accelerating of late, however. It is encouraging that the 

African Union,13 the Commonwealth, the International Organisation of la Francophonie, the US, 

France, and the UK have all urged Cameroon to resolve the crisis.14 In April 2019, the European 

Parliament adopted a resolution calling for the crisis to be considered by the UN Security Council 

(UNSC) and the UNSC held its first Arria-Formula Meeting on the humanitarian and human rights 

situation in Cameroon in May 2019. 

 

Efforts by the government of Cameroon to broker peace, including the creation of the National 

Commission for the Promotion of Bilingualism and Multiculturalism (Decree No. 2017/013 of 23 

January 2017), and the National Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Committee 

(Decree No. 2018/719 of 30 November 2018), have had little impact to date. None of these entities 

have undertaken investigations, let alone informed the public of the results or provided 

compensation to victims. In a private communication for this report, one Cameroonian lawyer 

expressed the concern that these initiatives were “just a tool to show the international community 

that the government is committed to resolving conflict.” Members of the clergy, including Catholic 

Cardinal Christian Tumi and other religious leaders, as well as civil rights activists, politicians, 

and journalists, have collectively attempted to convene an Anglophone General Conference (AGC) 

to discuss and propose durable solutions to the ongoing crisis. However, the government has 

opposed such initiatives, notably by prohibiting all meetings planned by the AGC organizers. 

     

From April 25 to May 9, 2018, the African Commission met to release a “Resolution on the Human 

Rights Situation in the Republic of Cameroon.”15 The Commission noted:  

 
…the continuous deterioration of the human rights situation in Cameroon, as well as the socio-

economic situation, since October 2016 following brutal crackdowns on peaceful protests by 

lawyers, teachers and members of civil society of the English-speaking North West and South 

West regions of Cameroon who called for the preservation of the Anglophone legal and 

educational systems in their regions, and end to marginalisation, and for better management of 

the regions by the Government of Cameroon in terms of development and infrastructure.16  
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The resolution condemned human rights violations in Cameroon since October 2016 and called 

for impartial and independent investigations to identify perpetrators of the violations in order to 

bring them to justice. The African Commission called on all parties to engage in a “dialogue 

towards saving lives and restoring calm, security and peace as soon as possible.”17 

 

Some five months later, in the October 2018 elections, President Paul Biya won his seventh term 

in office, further extending his 36 years of power.  

 

There are contextual elements that help explain the relative lack of international action. The violent 

and criminal acts of armed secessionist groups have terrorized local populations. As well, the 

government’s conflict with Boko Haram in the far North of the country has resulted in a 

multinational joint task force, which has been working with the government to stabilize the region. 

Notably, however, the US has acknowledged that further instability in southern regions of the 

country jeopardize the mutual security objectives of Cameroon and the Multinational Joint Task 

Force.18    
 

International pressure, outspoken and clear, is needed to end human rights abuses, to create 

credible and effective avenues to hold those responsible to account, and to encourage the 

Cameroonian government to work toward peace. There has been impunity for state actions, and 

hostile, often aggressive, responses to domestic civil society organizations and human rights 

defenders. Cameroonian sources consulted for this report say that civil society does not have 

enough influence to effect change alone. 

 

There is reason to believe that international pressure can produce results. On December 13, 2018, 

the US Deputy Permanent Representative to the United Nations criticized human rights violations 

and urged Cameroon to resolve the crisis. President Biya responded quickly, abruptly 

discontinuing ongoing military trials of 289 detainees arrested in connection with the Anglophone 

crisis.   

 

 

Human rights violations and crimes against humanity    
 

The human rights violations and crimes against humanity described in this report have taken place 

in violation of the Republic of Cameroon’s own constitution, international conventions to which 

it is a State party, and customary international law.19 The Global Centre for the Responsibility to 

Protect places Cameroonian populations at imminent risk and has also signalled evidence of crimes 

against humanity.20 

 

Significantly, the evidence in this report supports a conclusion that crimes against humanity have 

been perpetrated, including acts of:  

 

• murder,  

• deportation or forcible transfer of populations,  

• imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental 

rules of international law,  
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• torture,  

• rape and sexual violence, and 

• persecution of the Anglophone 

minority. 

  

As previously noted, the State has had to 

confront violence perpetrated by non-

state groups that have figured 

prominently in the conflict. These groups 

must be denounced; those that have 

committed criminal offences must be 

punished in accordance with due process 

and the rule of law. However, serious 

human rights violations and crimes 

against humanity cannot be justified, 

even in times of internal conflict. 

 

It is not possible to read the accounts in 

this report and continue to hold the 

position that the events described herein 

are merely the product of inevitable 

conflict between government and 

secessionist elements. The very silence 

surrounding the crisis is precisely what 

has led us to work together in common 

cause to share this report. 

 

 

What can be done   
 

The foundations of the crisis are political and institutional, but human rights violations and crimes 

against humanity are obstacles to the peace process. Drawing on the monitoring work of the 

CHRDA as a leading Cameroonian civil society actor, and the ongoing work of respected 

international organizations and NGOs cited in this report, we urge the international community to 

take a more active public stance and denounce the violence. The Cameroonian diaspora in Canada 

and around the world has been working for years to shine a spotlight on the violence, often with 

limited results.   

 

International agencies and organizations have been turning their collective attention to preventing 

conflict and crisis escalation, rather than responding to serious human rights violations and crimes 

against humanity. The evidence from Cameroon offers a compelling case study and an opportunity 

to translate clear early warning signs into early action to prevent further escalation. Whether 

framed as a “responsibility to protect,” the protection of populations, or a “responsibility to 

prevent,” the situation in Cameroon calls for action.21 

 

    

   Students detained by military, November 2016. CHRDA 
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We support the calls of the African Commission, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for 

Human Rights, and the UN special advisor on prevention of genocide, Adama Dieng, for 

Cameroon to engage in meaningful dialogue and end the 

violence, and for impartial investigations into the 

violence.22 More action is needed, including full 

investigations of the actions of law enforcement, 

security, and military personnel, to hold the perpetrators 

accountable for their crimes. Immediate reforms are 

required to end arbitrary arrests, and the practice of 

torture and incommunicado detention.23 Hate speech 

and hate propaganda should be immediately taken off 

the internet.  

 

When considering solutions, it is also important to note 

the strong gendered component to the crisis: women 

have experienced sexual violence and discrimination, 

while men are generally chosen to lead negotiations with 

teachers and lawyers. The voices of women have been routinely disregarded in the quest for peace, 

justice, and reconciliation.24 They must be heard. 

 

We also believe Canada has a more constructive role to play. In a statement issued at the time of 

the elections in Cameroon, Global Affairs Canada stated that:  

 
Canada is a long-time friend of the Cameroonian people and seizes the opportunity to reiterate its 

commitment to support Cameroon in its future efforts to meet the challenges of peace and social and 

economic development. Canada remains ready to accompany Cameroon in its process for the return of 

peace.25   

 

We welcome the announcement in April 2019 of new development funding for Cameroon from 

Global Affairs Canada; but for peace to prevail, justice must be served. Reconciliation is a long-

term process. Canada is uniquely placed to share its experience in peace-building, rule of law, the 

longer project of building bilingual and bijural legal systems, and instituting bilingual educational 

systems. Canada places a strong value on multiculturalism and has long-standing economic and 

international development ties with Cameroon, without a colonial history in the region. Canada 

has provided and continues to provide development assistance for governance, humanitarian 

assistance, health, and education, including support related to the crisis.26  

 

The Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights and the Centre for Human Rights and Democracy 

in Africa call on the international community, including Canada, to take more concerted, public, 

and effective measures to denounce the violence, end the persecution of Anglophone communities, 

resolve the humanitarian crisis, and ensure that those responsible for atrocities are punished in 

accordance with the law.   

  

The evidence from Cameroon 

offers a compelling case study 

and an opportunity to translate 

clear early warning signs into 

early action to prevent further 

escalation. 
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